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The world is changing. The threats of climate change, resource
depletion and pollution mean that we, like every other major
company in the world, must realign our responsibilities and rise
to new challenges. We must focus on what we at JCB like to
call, Sustainable Innovation.
JCB is no stranger to innovation. We have always been in the
business of making our customers more productive. And that
has always meant constant customer focus and innovation in
everything we do; always seeking new ways to make sure that
each day, each hour and each minute our customers can do
more if they’re with JCB.
Now more than ever, the drive for innovation means looking
at how we can do things more responsibly, efficiently and
sustainably, and our Sustainable Innovation strategy aims to
turn JCB into a world leader in this area.
Since 2007 we have reduced our UK carbon emissions by
over 20%. As part of our Think Eco philosophy, we are now
driving forward to further reduce the carbon footprint of all
our business operations and, uniquely in this industry, our
whole supply chain and dealer network.
Meanwhile, under the banner of Efficient Design, we are also
committed to designing our products to be sustainable during
the manufacturing process (including materials), throughout the
distribution channel, over the life of the machine and through
end-of-life recycling. Our new Eco machines, for example, offer
significant fuel and carbon savings; 16% on the 3CX and 4CX
Eco backhoes, 22% on the 8085 Eco excavators and 15% on
the 260 Eco skid steer loaders.
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JCB is above all a family company with family values, and that
means always thinking about the legacy we’re leaving for
future generations. Sustainability can be traced right back to
the origins of our company - when my father Joseph Cyril
Bamford began manufacturing the first tipping trailer in 1945
using surplus World War II parts and scrap steel.

Our aim is to develop products and services that delight the
customer and exceed their expectations. In doing this, we
recognise the potential impact we have on:

At JCB we design and manufacture construction, agricultural
and material handling equipment for use in both established
and emerging markets. As such we embrace the challenge of
helping to deliver a future based upon environmental, social
and economic sustainability.

The environment in which we operate
The welfare of world communities

He also started our culture of landscaping the environments
we operate in. Today JCB people are proud to continue our
founder’s work, and we are all committed to working together
to become a leader in sustainability and to leave our own
environmental legacy.

We seek to do everything that is reasonable and practical to
optimise the benefits and minimise the negative effects of these.
Our future prosperity depends not only on providing
responsible products and services, but also on understanding
that being responsible means:

Our people have always designed and built the most efficient,
productive machines to give customers maximum profitability,
and this goes hand in hand with reducing the environmental
impact of our business operations and our machines, long after
they have left our factories.

Taking the need to operate within environmental
limits seriously
Ensuring that our employees and world communities
are better off because of us

This combination of a heritage founded on family values,
commitment to Sustainable Innovation and focus on the
customer, is what makes JCB the company it is today.
And it will continue to underpin our future success.

We are therefore committed to continuous improvement in
how we design and manufacture our products and services to
ensure that our contribution to a sustainable future is realised.
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Climate change is a subject of intense media and political debate.
Whilst there are still many uncertainties surrounding the subject,
there is scientific consensus that increased greenhouse gas
emissions, due to human activity, do lead to a warming of the
climate and are very likely to have been the major cause of
global warming over the past 50 years. Not only this, but the
world is also fast running out of natural resources, in particular
oil, natural gas and coal.

JCB has always had a reputation for innovation.

Sustainable Innovation is our approach to meeting the challenges
of sustainable development. It combines:

As a family-owned business, we can implement new innovations
very quickly. But we marry this with a measured, intelligent
approach. If we introduce something new, customers know it’s
going to work, not something that we’ve introduced for PR
purposes or because we’ve jumped on the latest bandwagon.

JCB Think Eco, which encompasses pollution prevention,
waste management, water management, energy efficiency,
carbon management, inbound and outbound logistics,
business travel, our supply chain and our dealers

To support this, all our initiatives have been identified
with an
throughout this brochure.

At JCB, we recognise there are compelling business cases for
being more environmentally responsible and that we are part
of the problem and must be part of the solution.

JCB Efficient Design, which in conjunction with our suppliers
focuses on product responsibility including fuel and carbon
efficiency, manufacturing efficiency, use of sustainable
materials, minimising the impact of shipping, designing with
end-of-life recycling and re-manufacturing in mind

This brochure sets out our ambitious targets to harness
our already well-established culture of innovation in
everything we do to become a leader in
sustainable solutions.

JCB Community, which is how our social engagement
programmes are delivered around the world and how we
support and reward JCB people to adopt sustainable practices

Within this we also include our social responsibilities
to communities around the world.

SUSTAINABLE INNOVATION

THINK
Our philiosophy which
focuses on our internal
operations
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EFFICIENT DESIGN
Our approach to responsible product design
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COMMUNITY
Delivers our internal
and external community
programmes around the world

All UK manufacturing facilities ISO 14001 accredited
Over 80% of all waste recycled, with four UK sites already
at zero landfill
Our environmental policy, which all of our people support and work to, sets out that we aim to
undertake the following:

Over 80% of our supplier base ISO 14001 accredited with
the goal to increase this by 50%, year on year

Ensure that all site operations comply with the relevant environmental legislation

20% reduction in CO2 already achieved in the UK against
our goal of 35% by 2020

Ensure that operations cause minimal visible and audible nuisance to the public

Carbon Trust Standard awarded to JCB in an industry first

Undertake comprehensive waste management programmes worldwide, based on the UK’s waste
hierarchy – remove, reduce, re-use, re-cycle and incineration for energy

The world’s first automatic lock-up torque converter cuts
fuel consumption by up to 25%

Reduce our direct greenhouse gas impact by 35% – 40% by 2020
Promote the highest standards of energy management
Invest in the development of new technologies that reduce CO2 emissions and help secure the
introduction of sustainable power sources
Design and manufacture products to minimise their environmental impact

New 3CX & 4CX Eco backhoe loaders offer 16% fuel saving
New 8085 Eco midi excavator offers 22% fuel saving
New 260 Eco skid steer loader offers 15% fuel saving
The first company to carbon footprint an entire machine
EcoMax Tier 4i due for launch in 2012, is the first clean-burn
engine that needs no after treatment

Report annually on our environmental sustainability performance
Work with other leading companies, governments and individuals to ensure continuous
improvement in environmental sustainability
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As a manufacturer of working machinery, we accept the
challenge of helping to deliver economic and environmental
sustainability. We have an important role to play in the
management of the Earth’s resources and we operate our
business with this in mind. It’s an essential part of our
Think Eco strategy.

The JCB environment

JCB people and the environment

Our operations aim for 35% carbon reduction by 2020

When JCB began over 65 years ago, it was a result of one man’s
vision, not just to produce some of the world’s leading
construction and agricultural equipment, but also to integrate
our operations into the environment.

As a family company, we also recognise the importance of
every member of that family in helping us to minimise the
negative environmental impact of our worldwide operations.
Our people, and that includes our dealers and our suppliers,
have been critical in achieving our environmental and
sustainability objectives, and will continue to be so.

Manufacturing has had a poor reputation in terms of sustainability,
much of which is due to historic images of dirty factories belching
out smoke and a seeming inability to move with the times in
more recent decades, particularly in more developing areas of
the world. At JCB, responsible, environment and sustainable have
become the watchwords for our global operations, and we aim
to set new benchmarks in these areas wherever we operate.

Industry in harmony with nature
Taking our lead from our World Headquarters in the UK, all of
our factory sites feature large green, landscaped spaces which
become a vital habitat for local wildlife and a place for local
communities to use and enjoy.

JCB Think Eco encompasses all of the sustainable strategies
within our business operations. This includes pollution
prevention, waste management and water management - but it
also brings in energy efficiency, carbon management, inbound
and outbound logistics, and business travel. Uniquely, at JCB
we have also sought to extend our focus on sustainable
innovation across our entire supply chain and our dealer
network, in recognition of the fact that we are only one part
of a wider issue.

At our UK Cecily Mills site we have set aside an area for the
water voles that have been found there to live and thrive
alongside us. Meanwhile, at our Wrexham site in the UK, we
have carried out a similar exercise to encourage and support
the local lesser crested newt population which is on the WWF
endangered list.

ISO14001 accreditation
All our UK and India factories are accredited to ISO 14001
Environmental Management System; an independent
stamp of approval and we are working to achieve similar
accreditation in the other countries where our factories
are sited.

As part of our commitment to Sustainable Innovation, in 2007 we
began working with the Carbon Trust on Carbon Management
and Energy Efficiency programmes. After an initial scoping study
on one of our UK sites, a number of energy saving measures
were identified, such as:
Raising awareness amongst our people in recognition of their
importance in helping to push forward Sustainable Innovation
Installing half-hourly metering to track energy consumption
Using lighting only when needed
Integrated energy saving measures into JCB standard
shutdown procedures
Adjusting temperature controls to avoid overheating
Closely monitoring air compressors to prevent leaks
By 2010, we had seen a 20% reduction in direct greenhouse
gas emissions from gas and electricity, as a direct result of the
actions taken - saving over 7,000 CO2 tonnes. This helped JCB
achieve the Carbon Trust Standard - an industry first.
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As part of our commitment to achieving a 35% reduction
target in greenhouse gases by 2020, we are committed to
continuing our work with the Carbon Trust and to exploring
alternative, low carbon energy sources for all our facilities
across the world.

Returnable packaging
Working with our dealer networks, JCB World Parts Centre
has introduced returnable packaging resulting in a fall in the
amount of waste generated. This has also meant developing
innovative solutions for customers, such as the Bag In Box
Lubricant Package (BIB).

We have implemented the following initiatives to date,
which have been instrumental in helping us to achieve
a 20% reduction in carbon emissions so far:

BIB packaging reduces the amount of plastic used by 84%.
For instance, a 20-litre lubricant bucket uses 720g of plastic,
but the same amount of lubricant can be carried in a BIB
package using just 115g of plastic. The outer cardboard is 98%
recyclable and is itself made from 96% recycled cardboard
in the first place. The liners holding the lubricants can be
recycled as well as reused.

Waste management initiatives
All of our UK facilities have made significant reductions in the
amount of waste sent directly to landfill over the past few years.
Four of our sites no longer send any waste directly to landfill
and at our other facilities we continue to seek recycling
routes for the limited amount of waste for which we do not
currently have a recycling solution
Re-using where possible by-products of the manufacturing
process. For example, surplus paint goes into making house
bricks, and incoming packaging is used as external packaging

In addition, the rectangular BIB package allows boxes to be
stacked three high on a pallet, providing a 20% increase in
efficiency compared to plastic buckets and increasing the
number we can fit into a standard lorry load for reducing
transport impact.

We remain committed to ensuring a high level of genuine
recycling and to minimising waste to energy disposal.
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Energy management initiatives
At JCB we are always looking for opportunities to reduce
carbon emissions and costs to our business. Energy efficiency
and management initiatives to date include:

We continue to review the feasibility of both renewable and more
conventional technologies which could help us manufacture in
a more energy efficient way
Water management initiatives

Selectively deployed voltage optimisation to reduce energy
consumption and CO2 emissions, as well as extending the
lifetime of machinery due to a cooler running temperature
An extensive programme to install Variable Speed Drives
across the group delivering carbon and cost savings on the
running of pumps, fans and motors
Timers on key plant to ensure energy is only supplied as and
when required, preventing unnecessary use of equipment
Cold water washing to reduce heating related costs and
CO2 without compromising quality
Lighting trials have identified the most efficient and
intelligent lighting solutions for our facilities, making use
of motion sensors and natural daylight where available
Motion sensors on our escalators ensure they only start
moving when required, saving energy
At JCB Power Systems engine test cells are connected to
the National Grid and generate electricity during engine
testing to prevent energy wastage

In India we provide fresh drinking water to schools and
communities around our factories
In a country where 11% of the population suffer water
shortages, greywater recycling provides 40% of the
water needed for the maintenance of our India factories saving over 22 million litres of water
New water metering is being installed in the UK to help us
better understand our water use and reduction opportunities
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Global Manufacturer
JCB is a global manufacturer with a global production
system that incorporates sustainability issues into our
business operations under the banner Think Eco.

JCB’s new Brazilian factory built on sustainable principles
Building a new factory has been an opportunity to build in
sustainable measures from the start.
These include recycling water harvested from the roof
for all purposes apart from drinking, using solar energy to
heat water for showers and sinks, incorporating skylights
so that the factory can run with natural lighting all day, and
designing in side louvres and roof vents to allow the whole
factory to cool naturally - no air conditioning required.
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Load utilisation
We have taken control of transport co-ordination and started
working with key transport and logistic providers to optimise
load utilisation. Our aim is to ensure there are no half-full
containers on the road or other transport channels when these
loads could be combined into one, reducing the total number
of journeys we make.

Logistics
We have recently carried out a footprinting exercise to identify
the areas of our business operations that impact on our
carbon footprint. This has led to us developing our Global
Logistics Project, as part of which we are committed to
using greener transport corridors and lower carbon modes
of transport to achieve our objective of reducing transport
carbon impact, year on year. So far, this has included
introducing the following initiatives:

For example, we now collect all our components ourselves,
planning pick-ups intelligently so that we can avoid situations
where we may have two half-empty lorries coming from two
different companies on the same industrial estate.

Tracking and targeting
Working alongside strategic transport partners, we are now
tracking carbon emissions from our activities and working
towards the corporate objective of a 35% reduction in direct
emissions by 2020. To help us achieve this goal, we have
targeted all carriers with carbon reductions in their contracts,
with a phased introduction of new vehicles that meet the
latest emissions standards.

Partnering with DHL has allowed us to achieve full loads and
more efficient planning of routes. At JCB’s request, DHL is also
investing in teardrop lorry trailers. These trailers are more
aerodynamic and provide an 11% fuel saving.
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Alternative fuels
Wherever possible, we are looking to use lower carbon fuels
to power our vehicles in our logistics programme and as such
we are currently conducting a trial of LNG fuels.
Modal change
We now aim to use lower carbon intensive methods of
transporting our machines and components, such as rail
and slow shipping, rather than road and high-speed shipping.
We have recently moved the distribution of our compact
range to Italy to rail. This has reduced the carbon impact by
approximately 70% whilst reducing cost and maintaining
service levels. The success of this has lead to alternative
modes of transport being introduced on other routes for
our other products.

Global support, global parts stocking and local sourcing
Manufacturing in the markets where we’re selling, and offering
support and parts via our local dealer network, means we
are not shipping materials and parts all over the world and then
shipping them back again. The aim is to reduce air and sea miles,
as well as to improve service.
Business travel
To minimise the impact of business travel, we carry out video
conferencing wherever possible as an alternative to travelling
to meetings. We have also moved away from larger company
cars to smaller, more energy efficient models.
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Global supply chain carbon reduction

This first phase of our supply chain carbon reduction programme
was conducted in conjunction with the Carbon Trust. The work
with our ten UK suppliers alone has resulted in:

Sustainable Innovation is a holistic approach to managing the
impact of our business; and that means not just looking at
our own operations and products, but at those of our suppliers
as well.

£25,000 worth of basic energy management/technique
improvements identified
£51,000 saving achieved through switching off equipment,
heating and lighting when not in use
£51,000 saved through compressed air improvements,
with an average payback of one year
£44,000 worth of lighting improvements, with an average
payback of three years
Total £171,000 saving from just ten UK suppliers

This pioneering work began with a trial, surveying ten UK
suppliers onsite. We then widened our remit to take in ten
overseas suppliers. During the trials, we developed a carbon
reduction tool which required the suppliers to enter energy
data and to complete a questionnaire highlighting opportunities.
For example, where compressed air use was identified at 10%,
the opportunity would be highlighted to improve that value
by around 20%. We used this information to take suppliers
through a raft of carbon reduction initiatives.

JCB Eco dealers
As well as broadening our carbon reduction programme to take
in our entire supply chain, we also recognise that our dealers
are a big part of the JCB family. So we are now working with
JCB dealers across the world to share best practice and ensure
they adopt the same sustainable principles and strategies.

The programme does not just result in the reduced overall
carbon footprint of JCB products, as part of our commitment
to Sustainable Innovation, but also provides major financial
benefits for our suppliers as well.

After these surveys, we developed an action plan which all
parties agreed and signed up to, outlining a series of phased
actions, each one specific to each supplier to ensure maximum
success. The action plans allow JCB Purchasing Engineers to
follow up commitment and actions during periodic reviews
with suppliers, ensuring maximum steps are being taken to
drive down carbon.

The programme is now being rolled out across the rest of our
suppliers: our target is to audit and assist 33 suppliers per
quarter. We will also continue to work with and monitor all
suppliers already on the programme, continually setting new
targets to drive even further carbon reduction.
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Therefore, we have identified seven priorities which together
make up our Efficient Design strategy:

Committed to reducing the environmental impact of our
machines, during manufacturing, wherever they are used and
through end of life disposal.

1. Make our machines more fuel and carbon efficient
2. Make our machine manufacturing more energy efficient
3. Minimise the waste from the manufacture of our machines
4. Use sustainable materials in the manufacture of our machines
5. Optimise machine design to minimise impact of shipping
6. Design with end-of-life recycling in mind
7. Design so parts can be remanufactured
8. Design products in conjunction with suppliers to maximise
their sustainability and minimise their environmental impact

On average, 7% of the energy in our factories is consumed by
our office spaces; 93% is used in actual machine production
processes [see the graph below] which makes reducing the
carbon impact of machine manufacturing critical. But it’s not
just within our factories that we seek extra efficiency to reduce
our carbon footprint.
JCB machines are relied on across the world to provide
productive performance, year in year out. As such,
we have a responsibility to address the combined impact
of the machines we sell - an impact much greater than that
of our business operations.
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Making our machines more energy efficient
JCB machines have always been built to be as efficient as
possible. Our vast range of products means you can always
find the most fuel-efficient tool for the task.
Our machines’ build quality, durability and low cost of
ownership (all of which JCB is renowned for) mean you are
guaranteed efficient and productive service for many years.

Our engine, which is bio-fuel compatible, now has lower
emissions but higher power and performance, and we have
a new Tier 4i engine in testing and ready for launch in 2012.
Plus, of course, our products have always been about doing
the very most from the very least, and we are constantly
introducing new innovations to increase productivity:
A major example of where intelligent, innovative thinking can
transform a machine’s ability to perform is TorqueLock
on the 3CX and 4CX backhoe loaders. This industry first
innovation has resulted in increased speed by up to 10%,
increased working radius by up to 10%, increased working
area by up to 20%… and a reduction in fuel consumption
by up to 25%.
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JCB’s first products of Efficient Design
At the heart of Efficient Design is the knowledge that to
successfully reduce the environmental impact of JCB
machines around the world, we must constantly improve
the efficiency of the machines themselves, alongside looking
at the sustainability of moving away from mineral-based oils.
So, building on our innovative, industry leading work in
machine efficiency, the first products of the JCB Efficient
Design programme are our Eco machines; the brand new
3CX and 4CX Eco backhoes, 8085 Eco excavator and
260 Eco skid steer loaders.
Making our machine manufacturing more energy efficient
Alongside the Think Eco initiatives which are making our
manufacturing environments more energy efficient, we are
also continually redesigning our products to reduce carbon
impact throughout the manufacturing process.

Using less materials
So for example, plate optimisation technology allows us to reduce
wastage of metals, while stress ovens in our factories increase
metal strength so we can use less. As we have demonstrated,
JCB has gone a long way to investing in solutions that are more
fuel efficient and sustainable. But one of the most important
factors in reducing fuel consumption and emissions is having a
fully trained, skilled operator. From correct operation to essential
maintenance, they can ensure the greatest productivity and fuel
economy, helping to reduce operating and owning costs, and
carbon impact.

Future innovation - the JCB Ecomax engine

JCB Efficient Operator Training

As an engine manufacturer we have greater control of our
own innovations and the overall efficiency of our systems.
For instance, building on the incredible success of our
DIESELMAX engine, we are currently testing our new
Tier 4i engine, EcoMax, which will be introduced in 2012.
This unit features an industry exclusive, clean burn engine,
which requires no DPF but is still bio-fuel compatible.

As we have demonstrated, JCB has gone a long way to investing
in solutions that are more fuel efficient and sustainable. But one
of the most important factors in reducing fuel consumption and
emissions is having a fully trained, skilled operator.

Vertical integration

The innovative JCB Efficiency Calculator helps customers to
determine the exact potential efficiency gains of a brand new
JCB 3CX or 4CX Eco backhoe loader, 8085 Eco excavator
and 260 Eco skid steer loader.

JCB controls every element in the powertrain of all these
machines and is one of the most vertically integrated businesses
around when it comes to the whole machine, manufacturing all
of the following in-house:
Gearbox, axles, hydraulic rams, chassis, major structures, cab,
engine, all of which are designed to work in complete harmony
for maximum performance and efficiency.

A large part of this means looking at using sustainable materials
and planning for efficient end-of-life recycling. But we also
aim to use less material without compromising the strength
and durability of our machines.
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From correct operation to essential maintenance, they can
ensure the greatest productivity and fuel economy, helping
to reduce operating and owning costs, and carbon impact.

The industry’s first machine efficiency calculator ‘app’
JCB’s new Efficient Operator Training programme focuses on
giving operators the necessary skills and knowledge to use
the machines to optimum effect, with emphasis on the most
efficient machine operation, intelligent site management and
regular maintenance.

You simply fill in your operating details and costs to see how
you can save fuel, carbon and money.
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Exclusive TorqueLock technology reduces fuel consumption
by up to 25% whilst increasing speed by up to 10% and
working area by up to 20%
Full brake pad release reduces drag to maintain road speed
for longer and improved fuel economy
2WD selection and hydraulic disengage in top gear
maximises on-road efficiency

The 3CX and 4CX, our most efficient backhoe
loaders ever

Three hydraulic pumps working at lower engine
speed improve fuel economy and reduce engine
carbon emissions by up to 15% on Manual
Control and EasyControl machines
New hydraulic design and increased pumpflow
improve Extradig speed for increased
productivity
Operation at lower engine speeds reduces
engine wear and further lowers JCB’s already
class-leading noise levels, lessening the
environmental impact

The world’s number one backhoe loader just got a lot better,
with an innovative new design that boosts efficiency and reduces
fuel consumption and emissions.
16% fuel saving
A carbon footprinting world first
The JCB 3CX Eco backhoe loader is the first vehicle ever to be
carbon footprinted. We took the 3CX Eco through an in-depth
carbon foot printing exercise because, if we are to tackle the
issue of lowering carbon in the most effective way, it’s critical
that we fully understand the machine’s impact. We will now be
executing this same exercise for other machines, always with a
view to delivering fuel-efficient savings and reduced emissions
without compromising productivity, quality and reliability.

Hydraulic Speed Control (HSC) combined with
high torque at low engine speed gives more
tractive effort, faster cycle times, excellent
pushing power and hill climbing performance
6 speed auto shift transmission features finer
ratio gears for greater pushing power
Smooth Ride System (SRS) provides excellent
load retention and operator comfort for
greater productivity
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In everything we do, one thing remains at the heart; our
people. Our people have the incredible ideas that lead to
our industry leading innovations. And our people, at every
level of the company, support our vision and objectives,
turning them into achievements.

Helping children in communities around our India,
Brazil and USA factories
The Lady Bamford Charitable Trust exists to support early
childhood development in the areas around our factories.
In Savannah, USA the Lady Bamford Center for Childhood
Development provides opportunities for disadvantaged
children to develop academically, while in India, it ensures
that the government high schools in the villages of Jharsaintly,
Ladiapur and Ambi have basic facilities in place to ensure local
children can learn in an environment many of us elsewhere in
the world take for granted.

JCB Community is all about people. Whether it’s our
employees raising money for the NSPCC in the UK or
adopting sustainable practices themselves, The Lady
Bamford Center supporting early childhood development
in Asia and the Americas, developing the engineers and the
business leaders of the future at the JCB Academy or our
Disaster Relief work in, for example Haiti, Chile and
Pakistan - our people believe in giving something back.

Neighbourhood policing
In the area of the UK where our Headquarters are based, we are demonstrating our support for neighbourhood policing by
sponsoring a car for use by local neighbourhood police and community support officers. This will help them to get around what
is quite a large rural ‘patch’, visiting outlying villages where they can spend more time out on the streets and provide the people
who live and work in the area with an even better service.

Combining sustainable principles, environmental leadership
and social responsibility, the Lady Bamford Foundation in
Sorocaba, Brazil has opened a soap factory. This ecological
venture was built to support the community, help protect the
local environment and provide local employment. Grease and
oils collected from local businesses are recycled and turned
into soap with all profits used to provide free medical and
dental care to a day nursery.

Supporting the NSPCC in the UK
For many years now, our company’s charity of choice is the
National Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children
(NSPCC). So far we have raised a total of £3 million for the
charity. Our JCB/NSPCC Digging Deep campaign raised
£1 million alone, a sum matched by Sir Anthony Bamford
personally. The current Reaching Out to Children in
Staffordshire fundraising campaign has already raised enough
funds to purchase a building, named Carole House, to house
a children’s centre in Staffordshire, which is home to eight
JCB factories. We are now raising funds to transform this
building into a state-of-the-art facility.

To date, the factory has processed 500,000 litres of oil which
would previously have been disposed of and polluted 500
billion litres of water - equivalent to the discharge from the
River Thames over a three-month period.
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Providing much-needed disaster relief around the world
JCB has donated machinery to relief efforts to support
communities hit by natural disasters.
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Supporting and rewarding JCB people in their
sustainable efforts

Cycle to Work
Our popular Cycle to Work scheme offers benefits that
include up to 42% off the cost of a new bike, reduces
congestion around our sites, savings on commuting costs,
reduced carbon emissions and improved health and fitness.

JCB people are a crucial part of us achieving our Sustainable
Innovation goals. Not only do they implement our strategies
and initiatives, they also have a big role to play in adopting
sustainable practices as part of their everyday lives; and JCB
supports and rewards them to do this.

JCB Academy embraces latest sustainable innovations
The motto of the JCB Academy is ‘Developing engineers
and business leaders for the future’. The Academy is the first
of a new kind of school in the UK; a progressive, 21st century
approach focused on delivering high-quality engineering and
business education. The aim is to invest in the future of
engineering and to ensure that students have every chance
to achieve success.

The JCB Academy provides a world-class educational experience,
specifically designed to ensure young people achieve top grades
and develop the key life skills essential for success in the world of
work and in society.
The Academy has also been keen to combine sustainable
innovation with education and has introduced:
Rainwater harvesting from the roof which supplies much
of the water used throughout the building, other than
for drinking
A biomass boiler that powers the heating in the new wing
An Archimedes Screw that generates up to 80% of the
Academy’s electricity

Lowering our employees carbon foot print
Green Car
In the UK our Green Car scheme encourages employees
to invest in new carbon efficient cars through a discounted
purchase price.
Lift Share
Our award-winning Lift Share scheme uses computer
technology to help pair up compatible car sharers and saves
the average employee over £1,000 a year.
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The future of Sustainable Innovation

We will continue to invest heavily in all three strands of our
Sustainable Innovation Strategy. As part of this, in the near
future we will be rolling out our Efficient Design approach,
which has resulted in new Eco machines offering increased
fuel efficiency and carbon reduction, across other machines.
This will also lead to foot printing other machines to enable
informed sustainable development. Our unique supply chain
sustainability project is ongoing and we will see significant
sustainable benefits from this work in the years to come.

The JCB Sustainable Innovation strategy creates a total
approach to sustainable issues and wider responsibilities
that we are continuing to expand and invest in.
JCB Think Eco has created a focus for our improvements in
the areas of pollution prevention, waste management, water
management, energy efficiency, carbon management, inbound
and outbound logistics, business travel, our supply chain and
our dealers. JCB Efficient Design has increased our emphasis
on product responsibility with specific relation to fuel and
carbon efficiency, use of sustainable materials, working with
key suppliers and designing with end-of-life recycling,
minimising shipping impact and parts remanufacturing in mind.
And JCB Community has brought together our global social
engagement programme delivery, and how we support and
reward JCB people to adopt sustainable practices.

JCB is also poised to take advantage of new discoveries,
through actively working with academic institutions to
create the basic science of the future. And more is planned.
At the heart of all this pioneering work is one overarching
aim which is actively supported by JCB people across the
globe: to become a world leader in sustainability. We have
already made significant progress towards achieving this goal,
but we recognise that there is still a lot to do…
and that’s something we’re 100% committed to.

Go to our
Environmental & Sustainability web pages for more
information by scanning the QR Code below
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